
 

Red 

The Return of the Animals 

A pale beam of light shone weakly through the gap in the curtains in Harry’s bedroom. 

Outside the house, it was completely silent. There were no birds tweeting, no dogs barking 

and no insects creaking. In fact, there was no sound at all.  It was silent.  

1) Which two words are used to describe the light?  

a) Pale, beam  

b) Weakly through  

c) Completely silent 

The town had once been full of colourful flowers, lush trees and crystal-clear rivers. 

There had been fish swimming in the gently babbling water and deer would often come to 

quench their thirst by the river bank. Stretching across the ground, there had been a soft 

carpet of green grass that was bursting with life. If you ventured into the dense woodland, 

you would have seen the trees gracefully dancing with each other as animals slept, played 

and ate without fear. Bees and beautiful butterflies used to come to rest on the 

vivid-coloured petals whilst families of rabbits would hop through the dewy undergrowth. 

2) What does the word dewy mean? a) crispy or dry  b)wet or damp c)sweet  

3) Find and copy a phrase that describes the grass. a)Dewy undergrowth b) dense 

woodland c)a soft carpet 

However, now everything just seemed grey. Because the rivers had been polluted by 

toxic chemical waste and plastic, the animals had all died or disappeared. In the hazy 

distance, the buildings stood like ghostly soldiers watching over the destruction in front of 

them. There was a disgusting, putrid and overwhelming aroma that rose from the decaying 

piles of rubbish. Hung above the towering buildings was a thick cloud of smoke that choked 

the city and stopped the sun’s rays from fully breaking through. 

4) Find and copy the phrase which explains why everything seemed grey. a) The rivers 

had been polluted by toxic chemical waste and plastic, the animals had all died or 

disappeared.  b)Ghostly soldiers watching over the destruction  c)a thick cloud of 

smoke that choked the city.  



5) How is the smell of the rubbish described? a) disgusting, ghostly and overwhelming 

b)thick cloud, choked and putrid  c)Disgusting, putrid, overwhelming.  

6) Find and copy the simile which describes the buildings. a) disgusting, putrid and 

overwhelming aroma.  b) The buildings stood like ghostly soldiers watching over the 

destruction in front of them.  c) smoke that choked the city.  

Slumped in his bed, Harry slowly started to wake up and opened his bleary eyes. Had 

it all been a nightmare? The ten-year-old launched himself out of his bed and put his 

trembling hand on the edge of the curtain. “Please be back,” he muttered under his breath 

whilst crossing the fingers on his other hand. As he tentatively pulled the material back, his 

hazel eyes were met with a vast blanket of revolting waste covering the land as far as the 

eye could see. He let out a sigh as he brushed his floppy blonde fringe away from his 

forehead. “No creatures could survive in this place!” 

7) Find and copy a fronted adverbial in this paragraph. a) Slumped in his bed   b) As he 

tentatively pulled the material back  c) He let out a sigh 

Find and copy a word that means the same as ‘said’. a) crossing   b) sigh   c)muttered 

 

Yellow and Green 

The Return of the Animals 

A pale beam of light shone weakly through the gap in the curtains in Harry’s bedroom. 

Outside the house, it was completely silent. There were no birds tweeting, no dogs barking 

and no insects creaking. In fact, there was no sound at all.  It was silent.  

1) Which two words are used to describe the light? 

The town had once been full of colourful flowers, lush trees and crystal-clear rivers. 

There had been fish swimming in the gently babbling water and deer would often come to 

quench their thirst by the river bank. Stretching across the ground, there had been a soft 

carpet of green grass that was bursting with life. If you ventured into the dense woodland, 

you would have seen the trees gracefully dancing with each other as animals slept, played 

and ate without fear. Bees and beautiful butterflies used to come to rest on the 

vivid-coloured petals whilst families of rabbits would hop through the dewy undergrowth. 

2) What does the word dewy mean? 



3) Find and copy a phrase that describes the grass. 

However, now everything just seemed grey. Because the rivers had been polluted by 

toxic chemical waste and plastic, the animals had all died or disappeared. In the hazy 

distance, the buildings stood like ghostly soldiers watching over the destruction in front of 

them. There was a disgusting, putrid and overwhelming aroma that rose from the decaying 

piles of rubbish. Hung above the towering buildings was a thick cloud of smoke that choked 

the city and stopped the sun’s rays from fully breaking through. 

4) Find and copy the phrase which explains why everything seemed grey.  

5) How is the smell of the rubbish described?  

6) Find and copy the simile which describes the buildings.  

Slumped in his bed, Harry slowly started to wake up and opened his bleary eyes. Had 

it all been a nightmare? The ten-year-old launched himself out of his bed and put his 

trembling hand on the edge of the curtain. “Please be back,” he muttered under his breath 

whilst crossing the fingers on his other hand. As he tentatively pulled the material back, his 

hazel eyes were met with a vast blanket of revolting waste covering the land as far as the 

eye could see. He let out a sigh as he brushed his floppy blonde fringe away from his 

forehead. “No creatures could survive in this place!” 

7) Find and copy a fronted adverbial in this paragraph.  

8) Find and copy a word that means the same as ‘said’. 


